Sat., 17.06.2023  
Excursion to Opel Zoo 

Only 45 Minutes away from Frankfurt in the picturesque Taunus Mountains lays the outstanding Opel Zoo. Our trip will include a visit to the petting zoo and the large playground. A most memorable trip that is highly suitable for researchers with family and kids, too. 
We will start at 10.00 am at Frankfurt Hauptwache and will be back around 4.00 pm.

The number of participants will be limited to 20. Thus, early registration is recommended to the following address latest by June 11th, 2023: events_gwc@uni-frankfurt.de 
Service and entrance fee: 17.00 € / no fees for children (lunch not included). 
Please let us know when registering if you have a train ticket (Landesticket, student ticket or Deutschlandticket).